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Shenzhen IIT incentives for highly skilled foreign individuals
Summary：
•

On 2 July 2020, several Shenzhen municipal authorities jointly issued implementation guidance for the Greater Bay
Area (GBA) preferential individual income tax (IIT) policies. This sets out specific details on eligibility and procedural
requirements. Businesses looking to access these incentives should pay close attention.

Background
On 2 July 2020, the Shenzhen Human Resources and Social Security Bureau (HRSS), Shenzhen Science and Technology
Innovation Committee (STIC), Shenzhen Finance Bureau (SZFB), the State Taxation Administration (STA), Shenzhen
Municipal Taxation Administration (SZMTA) jointly issued a notice on the implementation of the GBA preferential IIT
policy (“the Notice”), effective from 10 July 2020 (see the KPMG tax alert on the original 2019 GBA policy
announcement here). On the same date, HRSS, STIC and SZFB also issued guidelines (“the Application Guide”) for
foreign individuals with high-end and urgently-needed skills, working in Shenzhen, to apply for the 2019 IIT-related
subsidy. The subsidy is intended to produce an effective low IIT outcome for the individual, equivalent to the tax burden
they would be subject to in Hong Kong SAR.
KPMG Observations
Compared with the implementation rules for the other eight GBA cities, Shenzhen’s Notice and Application Guide is
flexible on subsidy determination, enabling a greater degree of personal tax relief. Alongside the subsidy qualification
criteria, the rules note that the social credit ratings/personal tax credit ratings of both applicant and employer are inputs
in assessing the application. Key aspects of the rules and areas needing clarifications are as follows:
Qualifying talents recognition criteria
 Chinese citizens who have studied abroad, or worked/studied abroad under employment, not regarded as
overseas Chinese
 Qualified overseas students exclude: (i) students who studied language overseas; (ii) family members who visit
overseas students; and (iii) individuals who interned or worked in foreign companies abroad
 Foreign nationals’ annual taxable income ≥ RMB500K
Commitment to meet tax compliance requirement
 Both applicant and employer are required to make a written commitment to meet tax compliance requirements
 Both applicant and employer are accountable for authenticity of supporting documentation submitted
 Administrative and financial penalties for false applications can (i) disqualify the application; (ii) require return of
the IIT subsidy with interest, (iii) be passed to judicial authorities where crime is suspected
Further clarifications required
 How to calculate the subsidy using Hong Kong progressive tax rates? What proof is required to substantiate
the accuracy of the Hong Kong tax calculation?
 What is the appropriate day-count rule for determining Shenzhen workdays?
 If the applicant has resigned or left the country at the time of application, can the employer submit the
application on behalf of the applicant?
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Subsidy computation method
For illustrative purposes, annual salary incomes of RMB720K, 960K and 1200K have been used to estimate the
subsidy amount using standard rate or progressive rates methods. All amounts are in RMB.
Annual Income

PRC IIT

Subsidy
(standard rate)

Subsidy
(progressive rates)

720,000

145,080

46,080

59,618

960,000

229,080

94,080

102,818

1,200,000

331,080

160,080

164,018

Note:
1. PRC IIT estimation assumes individual is a PRC tax resident, with deductions of RMB60,000.
2. Hong Kong SAR IIT estimation assumes “Single/Separated/Divorced/Widowed” status, with basic exemption amount.
3. Assumed that taxes are borne by employees themselves. Exchange rate 1 RMB = 1.0948HKD

Application procedures
1 Aug 2020 - 31 Aug 2020
1. Individual
Application
Written commitment

Within 5 working days
after receive application

Before 31 Aug 2020
2. Employer Review
• Written commitment
• If deadline missed
application can be made in
next year

5. Verification of subsidy
Authority will verify subsidy
amount using computation in
Note and Application Guide

Within 120 days after
application received
4.Identification
Review

3.Official Review

Applicants to
Review may be
resubmit missing
extended (≤ 30 days)
information within
based on complexity
30 days
Within 30 days of subsidy receipt
7. Objection

6. Payment
Treasury will remit subsidy
amount directly to
applicant’s personal bank
account

If authority confirms
difference after checking
subsidy amount within 60
days, difference paid to or
retrieved from applicant

KPMG Recommendations
•

Employer should assess eligibility of their employees for IIT subsidy and formulate a plan for applications to be made
in accordance with rules in the Notice and Application Guide.

•

To ensure a smooth application process, both employer and applicants should review existing arrangements and plan
ahead. For instance, applicants need to ensure that a Chinese bank account is in place throughout the application
process as the subsidy will be remitted into that account; for employees whose taxes are borne by the company, the
employer should agree with the employee in advance on how and when the subsidy should be repaid to the company.

•

Applicants and their employers should ensure that all information submitted is accurate and truthful. Inaccurate
applications may adversely impact applicant and employer’s credit rating and their eligibility for future application.

KPMG will continue to update you on the latest developments with GBA policies, and share our observations and insights
via alerts and workshops.
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